Redistricting Rules: Kansas


Apportm’t data 4.30.21
Raw Redistricting data 8.15.21
Redistricting data 9.30.21

At least 5 months:
Public hearings to take communities of interest testimony

Approx. 6 months:
Process census data, display draft maps, hold hearings, complete maps

4.10.22 State Maps Due at End of Leg. Session
6.1.22 Candidate Filing
8.2.22 Primary Election

Court & County Prep

Created by Common Cause
Redistricting Rules: Kansas Rules

Who draws the lines?

- Congressional and State legislative lines are **drawn by the state legislature** and subject to a gubernatorial vote

What are the mapping rules?

- Federal **equal population** requirements
- Adherence to the **Voting Rights Act** and constitutional rules on race